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The F1 Grand Prix STEM Design Challenges 
are an Australian education initiative aimed 
at giving all primary and secondary students 
in Victoria the opportunity to learn about 
Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Maths in the context of motorsport. 

The challenges are designed to 
support Victorian teachers to build their 
pedagogical knowledge in STEM disciplines 
across curriculum areas.

Teachers are provided with resources in this 
kit which have been matched to Victorian 
Curriculum achievement standards. 
Teachers also have the opportunity to 
show evidence of student learning through 
the completion of self assessment rubrics 
included with each Design Challenge. 

The Challenges aim to spark the curiosity 
of students and encourage deeper 
engagement with STEM skills that are so 
vital for our next generation of learners 
succeeding in a technology-driven world.

3 STEM Design Challenges have been 
developed with different levels of increasing 
complexity so that primary and secondary 
students can choose to take up the 
Challenge that best suits their own skill  
and interest levels.

F1
®
 SCRATCH RACING 

CHALLENGE
With the increasing focus on coding in schools across 
Australia, more and more teachers are looking for 
ways to develop student’s knowledge, skills and 
understanding in computational thinking and  
digital literacy.

This Challenge was designed to support teachers 
introducing computer programming with a STEM 
focus in middle years of primary school.

For this Challenge students will be using a free 
programming platform Scratch, where students and 
teachers can interact with an online community of 
programmers and create their own interactive stories, 
games, and animations.

Using core programming aspects of Scratch, students 
will aim to race a Formula One car around the Grand 
Prix track, focusing on achieving the fastest time and 
writing the shortest algorithm possible to do so.

The final winner will be announced at the 2018 
Formula 1® Rolex Australian Grand Prix within 
the Industry & Innovation Precinct on Friday 23rd 
March and their design will be showcased to event 
attendees.
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1.  INTRODUCTION TO SCRATCH

AIMS

These activities will assist students to:

1.  Learn problem-solving and project 
design skills, such as reasoning 
logically, debugging problems, 
developing ideas from initial 
conception to completed project, 
and sustaining focus.

2.  Specific programming concepts, such 
as sequences, iteration and loops.

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS

CREATING DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
•  Define simple problems, and describe 

and follow a sequence of steps and 
decisions involving branching and 
user input (algorithms) needed to 
solve them (VCDTCD023)

•  Develop simple solutions as visual 
programs (VCDTCD024)

LITERACY
•  Use a range of software including 

word processing programs to 
construct, edit and publish written 
text, and select, edit and place visual, 
print and audio elements (VCELY302)

PROGRAMMING BASICS

Learning Intentions

•   Students will learn how to use the programming 
platform Scratch.

•   Students will learn how to code using the 
programming language Blockly.

Resource

www.scratch.mit.edu 
‘Intro to scratch’

https://youtu.be/jXUZaf5D12A 
‘What is Scratch?’

Method

1.   Show students ‘Intro to Scratch’ video.

2.   Give students an opportunity to visit  
www.scratch.mit.edu and explore the site.

3.   Using the Beginner’s guide to Scratch, follow  
the steps and have students program their  
first challenge.

4.   Ask students to complete a full Scratch tutorial.

5.   Ask students to identify and share new skills 
learning during their tutorial.

TIME: 40+ Minutes
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1.  INTRODUCTION TO SCRATCH

F1
®
 SCRATCH RACING 

CHALLENGE

The task:

Students will be using scratch.mit.edu to write 
algorithms to solve the F1® Scratch Racing 
Challenge. Follow these steps to access the 
free tutorials and guided lessons for your 
students to build the skills necessary to 
complete the Challenge.

Remember:

There are a range of beginner’s challenges that 
students can choose. In this example we have 
chosen ‘Make it Fly’.

  F1 Scratch Racing Challenge
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The task: Students will be using scratch.mit.edu to write algorithms to solve the F1 Scratch Racing Challenge. Follow these steps to access the free 
tutorials and guided lessons for your students to build the skills necessary to complete the Challenge.
Remember: There are a range of beginner’s challenges that students can choose. In this example we have chosen ‘Make it Fly’.

  F1 Scratch Racing Challenge
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The task: Students will be using scratch.mit.edu to write algorithms to solve the F1 Scratch Racing Challenge. Follow these steps to access the free 
tutorials and guided lessons for your students to build the skills necessary to complete the Challenge.
Remember: There are a range of beginner’s challenges that students can choose. In this example we have chosen ‘Make it Fly’.

  F1 Scratch Racing Challenge
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The task: Students will be using scratch.mit.edu to write algorithms to solve the F1 Scratch Racing Challenge. Follow these steps to access the free 
tutorials and guided lessons for your students to build the skills necessary to complete the Challenge.
Remember: There are a range of beginner’s challenges that students can choose. In this example we have chosen ‘Make it Fly’.

  F1 Scratch Racing Challenge
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The task: Students will be using scratch.mit.edu to write algorithms to solve the F1 Scratch Racing Challenge. Follow these steps to access the free 
tutorials and guided lessons for your students to build the skills necessary to complete the Challenge.
Remember: There are a range of beginner’s challenges that students can choose. In this example we have chosen ‘Make it Fly’.

Click on the Create Tab Select Make It Fly

Follow the list of steps Copy the algorithms
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2.  JPEG V PNG

AIMS

These activities will assist students to:

1.  Learn problem-solving and 
projectdesign skills, such as 
reasoning logically, debugging 
problems, developing ideas from 
initial conception to completed 
project, and sustaining focus.

2.  Specific programming concepts, such 
as sequences, iteration and loops.

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS

CREATING DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
•  Define simple problems, and describe 

and follow a sequence of steps and 
decisions involving branching and 
user input (algorithms) needed to 
solve them (VCDTCD023)

•  Develop simple solutions as visual 
programs (VCDTCD024)

LITERACY
•  Use a range of software including 

word processing programs to 
construct, edit and publish written 
text, and select, edit and place visual, 
print and audio elements (VCELY302)

TEACHING POINT

When asking students to use the internet to find 
information or answers to a question it is very 
important to revisit your cyber safety protocols 
and what to do in the event students discover 
inappropriate content. If students are using 
Youtube it is also important to pay attention 
to any ads or screenshots of other videos that 
appear on student’s screens.

Learning Intention

•   Students will be able to explain the difference 
between JPG and PNG file types.

Resource

JPEG v PNG activity sheet

Method

1.   Show students the JPEG v PNG activity sheet and 
ask them to discuss possible differences between 
file formats.

2.   Ask students to research what the different 
filetypes stand for and the difference between 
them.

3.   Have students complete PEG v PNG activity sheet.

UNDERSTANDING IMAGES

TIME: 20+ Minutes
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In this example a logo has been saved in two 
different file formats. Both PNG and JPEG 
formats are commonly used so it is important 
you know the difference between them so you 
can choose the right images for your task.

2.  JPEG V PNG

What do you think the difference is between JPEG and PNG files?

JPEG PNG
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3.  CHALLENGE SET-UP

AIMS

These activities will assist students to:

1.  Learn problem-solving and 
projectdesign skills, such as 
reasoning logically, debugging 
problems, developing ideas from 
initial conception to completed 
project, and sustaining focus.

2.  Specific programming concepts, such 
as sequences, iteration and loops.

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS

CREATING DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
•  Design a user interface for a digital 

system, generating and considering 
alternative design ideas(VCDTCD031)

•  Develop simple solutions as visual 
programs (VCDTCD024)

LITERACY
•  Use a range of software including 

word processing programs to 
construct, edit and publish written 
text, and select, edit and place visual, 
print and audio elements (VCELY302)

Learning Intentions

•   Students will upload images to create custom 
sprites and backgrounds.

•   Students will create a new scratch project for the 
F1® Scratch Racing Challenge.

Resource

Racetrack JPEG

Race car PNG

Set up Guide

Method

1.   Ask students to create an account on Scratch  
so they can save their work.

2.   Show students how to create a new project  
on Scratch

3.   Show students how to upload the Racetrack JPEG 
and the Race car PNG using the Image Set up guide.

4.   Have students save their work so they can begin 
writing algorithms in the next lesson.

UPLOADING IMAGES

TIME: 20+ Minutes
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3.  CHALLENGE SET-UP

Race track JPEG

Race car PNG
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F1
®
 SCRATCH RACING 

CHALLENGE

The task:

Students will be using scratch.mit.edu to write 
algorithms to solve the F1® Scratch Racing 
Challenge. Follow these steps to upload the 
race track and race car images.

Remember:

Don’t forget to delete any existing sprites, like 
the cat!

3.  CHALLENGE SET-UP

Delete existing sprite Upload racetrack backdrop

Upload race car sprite Start programming
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4.  WRITING ALGORITHMS

AIMS

These activities will assist students to:

1.  Learn problem-solving and 
projectdesign skills, such as 
reasoning logically, debugging 
problems, developing ideas from 
initial conception to completed 
project, and sustaining focus.

2.  Specific programming concepts, such 
as sequences, iteration and loops.

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS

CREATING DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
•  Design, modify and follow 

simple algorithms represented 
diagrammatically and in 
English, involving sequences of 
steps, branching, and iteration 
(VCDTCD032)

•  Develop digital solutions as simple 
visual programs (VCDTCD033)

MATHS
•  Follow a mathematical algorithm 

involving branching and repetition 
(iteration) (VCMNA194)

•  Use efficient mental and written 
strategies and apply appropriate  
digital technologies to solve  
problems (VCMNA185)

TEACHING POINT

When students have specific questions about 
their algorithms it is worth asking them to check 
the Scratch tutorials from Activity 1 to see if they 
can fix the problem themselves.

Learning Intentions

•   Students will upload images to create custom 
sprites and backgrounds.

•   Students will create a new Scratch project for the 
F1® Scratch Racing Challenge.

Resource

Scratch

Method

1.   Ask students in the class to brainstorm possible 
algorithms using Blockly that could be used to 
program the race car.

2.   When students begin the Challenge ask them to 
share what strategies they are using and provide 
opportunities for students to work in pairs to  
share ideas.

3.   Once students have completed their algorithms 
have each program timed to record which student 
has the fastest race car that can travel exactly 
around the entire race track.

TIME: 40+ Minutes
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5.  ASSESSMENT

AIMS

These activities will assist students to:

1.  Learn problem-solving and 
projectdesign skills, such as 
reasoning logically, debugging 
problems, developing ideas from 
initial conception to completed 
project, and sustaining focus.

2.  Specific programming concepts, such 
as sequences, iteration and loops.

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS

META-COGNITION
•  Examine learning strategies, including 

constructing analogies, visualising 
ideas, summarising and paraphrasing 
information and reflect on the 
application of these strategies in 
different situations (VCCCTM030)

•  Investigate how ideas and problems 
can be disaggregated into smaller 
elements or ideas, how criteria can 
be used to identify gaps in existing 
knowledge, and assess and test ideas 
and proposals (VCCCTM031)

TEACHING POINT

This self assessment rubric can be used 
to inform formal assessment against the 
achievement standards for each activity. Report 
writing comments can be developed using the  
language from the rubric.

Learning Intentions

•   Students will reflect on their learning through the 
F1® Scratch Racing Challenge.

•   Students will complete the self assessment rubric 
and explain new knowledge and understandings.

Resource

Student assessment rubric

Method

1.   Ask students to reflect on the learning throughout 
the Design Challenge and share with a partner.

2.   Have students complete the self  
assessment rubric.

3.   Ask students to present their self reflections 
to a new partner and identify areas for further 
improvement.

STUDENT REFLECTION
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F1
®

 SCRATCH RACING CHALLENGE
student self reflection

Teachers Assessment

NAME:

I AM ABLE TO SOMEWHAT WELL VERY WELL
Upload and use different backgrounds and sprites

Program sprites and write algorithms using Blockly on 
Scratch

Complete the F1® Scratch Racing Challenge

Identify, articulate, analyse and reflect on my own thinking 
processes and areas for improvement

BEGINNING CONSOLIDATED MASTERED
Define simple problems, and describe and follow a sequence 
of steps and decisions involving branching and user input 
(algorithms) needed to solve them (VCDTCD023)

Use a range of software including word processing programs 
to construct, edit and publish written text, and select, edit 
and place visual, print and audio elements (VCELY302)

Define a simple class of problems and solve them using an 
effective algorithm that involves a short sequence of steps 
and decisions (VCMNA164)

Develop simple solutions as visual programs (VCDTCD024)

Which activities challenged your thinking?

What new learnings or understandings have you gained from the Challenge?

Teacher Comment:

5.  ASSESSMENT
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6.  WHERE TO NEXT?

DESIGN CHALLENGE
For your chance to win both student and school 
prizes, please judge the best entry per class 
within your school.

The school can then submit these winning 
designs, clearly labelled with the student’s name, 
class, grade and school for judging via the 
submission portal on the AGPC website.

Expert judges from the STEM Circle, Grand 
Prix Association and Sponsor will choose the 
best design.

The winning student will win their very own mBot 
Makeblock Ranger Robot Kit (valued at $300).

The winning school will win 6 x mBot Makeblock 
Robot Kits plus a 2 hour session from EE 
Hobbies to learn how to build the mBot and 
educate with Makeblock and STEM education 
(valued at $1900).

Designs must be submitted by March 9, 2018 at 
https://aus.gp/stem

EXCURSION OPPORTUNITY
The Australian Grand Prix Association is 
providing every student a free pass to attend the 
Industry & Innovation Precinct over two days, 
22nd and 23rd March.

The Driving Learning education program 
provides a perfect immersion activity to 
culminate your STEM Design Challenge unit.

It is an onsite destination to capture young 
minds,challenge possibilities and create future 
innovators. All activities are designed to evoke a 
love for STEM based subjects and local experts 
are on hand to show how students can choose 
subjects necessary to explore these careers.

Students will be able to see STEM live in 
action and observe track action. Valuable class 
discussion can be related back to how drivers 
use the track most effectly to improve their 
times and performance.
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